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ABSTRACT

As we know that medical doctors may earn incomes from their medical
practice, such income can be either from employment under Section 40(1 ), hire of
work under Section 40(2), liberal profession under Section 40(6), or business profit
under Section 40 (8). Medical doctor who receives different income shall have
different method to calculate taxable income and pays different amount of tax. There
are matters of law that are concerned to the problem on interpretation of income
derived from medical profession which causes medical doctors confuse to assess their
income, which leads to the problem on interpretation betwe.en income under section
40 (1) (2) and (6).
After an analysis on statutory interpretation, matters of law, comparmg
different between incomes under Section 40 (1 ), (2) and (6), the Revenue
Department' s official note and decisions of the Supreme Court, there are many
matters to consider the different between income derived from liberal profession and
other categories of income.
It is possible to interpret income from liberal profession: Art of Healing to be

separated from other categories of income by considering factors to indicate that
medical doctor receives income from liberal profession. In order to do that, it is
required to issue a rule or regulation that is solid, can be used as a guideline, and
acceptable to all side. This way can make a clearly definition of income derived from
liberal profession and distinguished from other categories of income, and make a
taxation of medical doctors be in the same way and equitable to all side.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A.

Background and General Statement of the Problem

Medical doctor profession is one kind of liberal profession which practices
medical examinations and treatments to humans. The treatment given to maintaining
or restoring human health or to cure disease is called 'the Art of Healing'. A medical
doctor who is able to practice the medical profession must have been registered and
obtained a license to be a practitioner of the Art of Healing, then he can perform a
medical practice under the field he specialized.
The remuneration of medical services shall be based upon a condition of
patient and a kind of disease. The more serious case, the more doctor fee, equipment
and expertise are required. Due to the high cost of treatments, medical practitioners
are allowed by tax rules to deduct expenses regarding to their

me~ical

treatment. This

is the major reason why medical practitioners generate more income than other
ordinary professions.
Generally, an income derived from practicing the Art of Healing is deemed to
be the income derived from liberal profession subject to Section 40(6) of the Revenue
Code. Medical doctors tend to believe that their income derived from practicing the
Art of Healing is deemed to be income derived from liberal profession because

expenses from such income can be deducted up to 60%, thus medical doctor can pay
less tax comparing to other categories of income.
However, there are limited types of works from medical profession that can be
treated as liberal profession under Revenue Code. Incomes from other types of work
from medical practitioner are regarded as income whether from employment, hire of
work or business income which medical practitioners are not preferred.
Thus, there are certain confusions that make medical doctors face the problem
on assessing their income from medical practice as income from liberal profession
which causes effect to medical doctors. Medical doctors must file their taxes
considerably and correctly. If not, filing false or incorrect taxes will result in a fine

2

and/or surcharge. In consequence, these problems may lead medical practitioners
trying to make tax avoidance.

B.

Hypothesis of the Study

Problems on an interpretation of the income derived from medical doctor
profession currently in

Thailan~

arose from conflict in defining what kind of work

that shall fulfill conditions to be regarded as liberal profession. There are various
different principles to interpret income derived from liberal profession. Such
interpretation should not distort the true intention of medical doctor profession and
liberal profession. By doing analysis on matter of law, comparing the difference
between incomes under Section 40 (1), (2) and (6), the Revenue Department's official
note and decisions of the Supreme Court, it is possible to interpret income from
liberal pro fession: Art of Healing separately from other categories of income by
considering matters of law gathered from the research.
The interpretation of liberal profession in special reference to medical doctor
profession should emphasize on the true intention of liberal profession under the
Revenue Code. To solve the problem, the interpretation of assessable income derived
from liberal profession with special reference to medical doctor profession should be
clearly defined and separated from otper categories of income. In order to do that, the
relevant authorities is requil;ed to issue a rule or regulation which is solid, make a
clearly definition of income derived from liberal profession and distinguished from
other categories of income, and make a taxation of medical doctors be in the same
way and equitable to all sides.

C.

Objectives of the Study

1. To study the natures, and characteristic of Personal Income Tax Structure in
Thailand.
2. To study the problems on defining categories of income arise from medical
doctor's professional practice.

3
3. To study the definition and concept of medical doctor profession
4. To study matters of law and cases of medical doctor profession according
to the Tax problems.
5. To study on the suitable solutions and recommendation.

D.

Study Methodology

This paper is based on documentary methodology such as Thai and Foreign
articles, books, internet websites, Law journals and etc.

E.

Scope of the Study

This paper expects to study the structure and problems of calculating an
income earned by medical doctor, to define the appropriate category of income that
medical doctors would be subjected to tax, to find the solutions and recommendations
which are concerned with the taxation and other regulations for an interpretation of
income derived from medical doctor profession.
L

F.

INCIT

Expectation of the Study
. _.Fl969
1. To understand the structure ofJ>ersonal Income Tax structure in Thailand.
2. To understand the concept of medical doctor profession.
3. To understand the facts and tax problems of medical doctor profession
currently arising in Thailand.
4. To recommend the appropriate solution for the problem on interpretation
of income derived from medical doctor profession.

Chapter 2
General Principle for Taxing on Incomes of Medical Doctor
Profession under the Revenue Code

A. General Principle of Income Taxation on Liberal Profession
under the Revenue Code

1. Introduction

\\JERS/

Medical do ctor profession is a kind of liberal profession that practices
professional services to a society. A medical doctor who practices medical services
and earns income within a preceding tax year shall be liable to income tax. Medical
1

doctor or a practitioner of the Art of Healing is an individual, thus medical doctor
2

who earns income from their practices shall be liable to personal income tax subject
to provisions of the Revenue Code.
Medical doctor may choose to establish additional tax entity such as a nonjuristic body of persons for the purpose of reducing tax burden by separate tax entity.
Such method is deemed to be a tax planning which medical doctors use to reduce their
tax burden.

1

Individual who is liable to pay personal income tax must be a natural person

under the Civil and Commercial Code Section 15 "Personality begins with the full
completion of birth as a living child and ends with death''. Therefore, all individuals
are liable to pay tax if their earned income are met the condition to pay tax subject to
the Revenue Code.
2

Personal Income Tax is a direct tax levied on income of an individual. The

Revenue Code provides principles for imposing all kind of income derived by the
individual. Such income may derive from both inside and outside Thailand.

5

Tax base of medical doctor's income shall be based on the net income derived
from medical practices. The medical doctor's net income shall be calculated in
accordance with provisions of the Revenue Code.
2. Assessable Income
The Revenue Code provided definitions of assessable income in Section 39
that is an income chargeable to the personal income tax. The term covers incomes
both in cash and in kind. In addition, any benefit paid by an employer or other persons
such as tax credits, amount of tax paid by the employer on behalf of the employees,
are also treated as assessable income of the employee for the purpose of personal
.

3

rncome tax.

According to the defrnition of assessable income subject to Section 39, the
"assessable income" shall means:

4

a. Cash and instruments which value similar to cash such as bill of exchange,
check, draft and etc.
b. Property which may be computed into a monetary value.
c. Benefit which may be computed into a monetary value.
d. An amount of tax paid by the payer of income or by any other person on
behalf of a taxpayer.
e. Dividend tax credit or interests received from Corporation or Partnership
established under Tha· Law.

,

n ~

Incomes which are chargeable to personal income tax, it can be whether cash,
property or other benefits and must be received within the tax year by taxpayer. In this
regard, the right to acquire such cash, property or benefit shall not be chargeable to
5

personal income tax . Thus, assessable income shall use the cash basis in order to
compute taxable income for personal income tax unless a specific rule is applied.
3

Sathit Pongtanya, Advanced taxation and Accounting

for

business

enterprises, 22 (12 October 2007) (unpublished manuscript).
4

Praijit

Rojanavanich

ET

AL. ,

Revenue

Tax:

explanation(Bangkok: Samchareonpanit Co.Ltd), 1-016(2006).
5

The decision of Supreme Court No. 580/2526.

Revenue

Code

6
Section 40 of the Revenue Code defines assessable income into 8 categories
according to the acquisition of income. Each category of income has different
deductions rate. Assessable income also includes any amount of tax paid by the payer
of income or paid by other person on behalf of a tax payer. Categories of assessable
income shall be as following:
a. Income derived from employment, whether in the form of salary, wage,
bonus, house rent allowance, monetary value of rent-free residence provided by an
employer, payment of debt liability of an employee made by an employer, or any
form of money, property or benefit deriYed.from employment.
b. Income derived from a position or from hire of work, whether in the form
of fee, commission, discount, subsidy, bonus, or any form of money, property or
benefit derived from a position or form hire of work, whether is permanent or
temporary.
c. Income derived from goodwill, copyright, franchise, any other right,
annuity or income in the nature of annual payments derived from a will, juristic act or
court decision.
d. Income m the nature of dividend, interest on deposit with banks in
Thailand, shares of profits or other benefits from other juristic co mpany, juristic
partnership, or mutual fund, payments received as a result of the capital reduction,
bonus, value increased in capital holding, acquisition or dissolution of a juristic
company or holdings.
e. Income derived from rent of property, breach of a hire-purchase contract
or an installment contract.
f.

Income derived from liberal professions which are; Laws, Art of Healing,

Architecture, Accounting, Fine Arts and other liberal professions as prescribed by
Royal Decree.
g. Income derived from contracting of work whereby the contractor provides
essential equipments other than tools.
h. Income derived from business, commerce, agriculture, industry, transport
or any other activity not specified above.

7
For the assessable income subject to the Revenue Code Section 40 (1) - (8),
deduction of expenses shall be allowed in accordance with Section 42 Bis to Section
46 as shown in the following table:

Table of deductions allowed for the calculation of personal income tax
Category of Income

Deduction

Income from employment and hire of service

40% but not exceeding 60,000 Baht

Income received from copyright

40% but not exceeding 60,000 Baht

Income fro m interests and dividends

No expenses allowed

received
Income fro m letting out of property on hire

Standard or Actual expenses

,Building and Wharves

30%

All other types of land

15%

Vehicles

30%

Any other type of property

10%

1'-'L.1

Agricultural land

-1.

20%

*

60% for medical profession, 30% for
Income from liberal profession

other liberal professions

Income derived from contract of work
whereby the contractor provides essential

70% or actual expenses

materials beside tools
Income derived from business, commerce,

Actual expenses or 65-85% as

agriculture, transport, or any other activities

prescribed by the Royal Decree

8
3. Definitions of Liberal Profession
a. Meaning of Liberal Profession under Revenue Code
Liberal Professions subject to Section 40 (6) of the Revenue Code means
an occupation or a vocation which specialized in specific field of knowledge. Liberal
professions or Professions under provisions of the Revenue Code are professional
practice on Laws, Art of Healing, Engineering, Architecture, Accounting, Fine Arts
and other professions as prescribed by royal decree and have whether specific Act or
Law in order to control for each profession. The person carrying on liberal profession
must have a license issued by authority or professional bodies. Each profession has its
regulations enforced by statutory law.
The purpose of the provision is to distinguis a profession form other
occupations. All liberal professions require different specific knowledge, rules and
ethics, which intend to control its own members and also its areas of knowledge and
benefits.
A profession is characterized by the reputation and high status among
society. This is the reason why judges, lawyers, medical doctors and other professions
are praised by the society and are regarded as professionals.
Any person carrying on an occupation or a

vocatio~

which is regarded as

liberal profession and earns incomes related to the profession shall be liable to tax
under the section. However, a person carrying on liberal profession earns an income
which is not related to a liberal profession shall no be regarded as an income from
liberal profession.
b. Meaning of Liberal Profession from Various Different Sources
Business Dictionary:

6

"a certain activity that requires a high level of

education and standard of ethical behavior. Professions include medicine, law,
teaching, professional accountancy, and architecture."

6

Jack P. Friedmand, Dictionary of Business Terms (United States: Barron's

Educational Series Inc.) available at http://www.answers.com/topic/profession (last
visited 23 July 2008).

9
Veterinary Dictionary: "an avowed, public declaration or statement of
intention or purpose. A calling or vocation requiring specialized knowledge, methods
and skills, as well as preparation, in an institution of higher learning, in the scholarly,
scientific and historical principles underlying such methods and skills. A profession
continuously enlarges its body of knowledge, functions autonomously in formulation
of policy, and maintains by force of organization or concerted opinion high standards
of achievement and conduct. Specifically in this regard it maintains and polices a code
of ethics and conducts a professional organization of which large majorities of the
profession are members. Members of a profession are committed to continuing study,
placing service above personal gain, and are committed to providing practical services
vital to human and socialwelfare." 7
c. Materials of Liberal Profession:

8

(1 ) Practitioners of profe ssion are assumed to have extensive knowledge
(e.g. medicine, law, architect or engineering) and the knowledge they
have that they are able to perform the practice.
(2) Practitioner can practice independently without being controlled by the
others. A professional organization, professional body, or professional
council is established for the profession practitioner by controlling,
qualifying, enforcing rules, supporting and regulate the affairs of its
members.
(3) Most of professions are usually 'required at least 3 years period of
education at university.
(4) In order to apply for a membership of a professional organization,
there is usually a requirement to pass examinations that are based on

7

D.C. Blood ET AL, Saunders Comprehensive Veterinary Dictionary(Canada:

Canadian Veterinary Medical Association) available at http://www.answers.com/
topic/profession. (last visited 23 July 2008).
8

Anon Phongphat, Despite Rising to top Professions, Black Men still don't

earn top Pay, available at http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi ml 355/is 12 100
/ai 77931191/. (last visited 23 July 2008).

10
the professional knowledge. In addition, there is requirement for a long
period of training to acquire specified experience as a trainee before
recognized as a full member of a professional organization.
(5) Most of professional organizations establish a membership so that only
those who are registered and licensed can be recognized as a member
of profession.
(6) Professional organizations usually have rules, codes of ethics,
legislation for their member and penalizing procedures for those who
infringe the rules.
(7) Most of professional organizations try to have their own self-regulating
and independent form government.
(8) Ethics,

profession

practitioner

must

prac ice

their

profession

righteously among themselves, and to society. 1'hey have conscience
and willing to service, contribute and sacrifice for public interests.

B. Medical Doctor Profession

1. Definition of the Art of Healing under the Provision of the Practice of the Art
of Healing Act B.E. 2542
Art of Healing is a professional practice performea by medical doctors and

other practitioner of the Art of Healing. The Art of Healing is one of a liberal
profession under the provision of RC.
Section 4 of the Practice of the Art of Healing Act B.E. 2542 defines the
practice of the art of healing means "the professional practice, which is performed or
intended to perform on human, concerning a medical examination, diagnosis, cure,
prevention of diseases, health promotion and rehabilitation, obstetrics, but not
including other professional practice in medical and public health under the law on
such matter."
From the definition of the practice of the Art of Healing under the Practice of
the Art of Healing Act B.E. 2542, the professional practices are to perform only on
human, whereas performing medical treatment on non-human creatures is not

f S5UMPTION UNIVERSITY LlllRAlU:
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included in the concept of the art of healing under this Act. For example, Veterinarian
is a professional practicing medical treatment on animals, thus veterinarian is not
considered as professional practitioner under the Practice of the Art of Healing Act
B.E. 2542.
A practitioner of the art of healing under this act means a practitioner m
various branches of healthcare profession. 9 A practitioner of the art of healing who is
able to perform the art of healing must has been registered and obtained a license to
be a practitioner of the Art of Healing by the Profession Comm.lssion.
Apart from the Practice oftbe Art of Healing Act B.E. 2542, in the case where
the provisions of any law efers to the practice of the art of healing with respect to the
provision of the Practice of the Art of Healing Act B.E. 2542, it shall be deemed to be
the reference of the Art of Healing or a practitioner of the Art of Healing as prescribed
in Section 6 of this Act.
2. Branches of the Art of Healing
The Practice of the Art of Healing Act B.E. 2542 Section 5 categorized the
practice of the art of healing into the 5 branches; the branches are given the
defmitions by Section 4 of the Act as followings;
a.

The branch of Thai traditional medicine which contains: Thai medicine,

Thai pharmacy, Thai obstetrics and other Thai traditional medicine as prescribed by
the Minister with advising form the Profession Commission.
(

(1) "Thai traditional Medicine" means t e practice of the Art of Healing
in accordance with Thai knowledge or text boeiks which is passes on and developed
successively, or in accordance with the study from an institution approved by the
Profession Commission.
(2) "Thai Medicine" means an examination,

diagnosis, cure or

prevention of diseases by means of Thai traditional medicine.
(3) "Thai pharmacy" means the practice in the preparation of drugs,
manufacture of drugs, invention of drugs, selection of drugs, control and guarantee of
the quality of drugs, mixture of drugs and delivery of drugs in accordance with the
9

Panya Thai Database, Profession, available at http://www.panyathai.or.th/

wiki/index.php/. (last visited 28 July 2008)

12

prescriptions of the practitioner in the branch of Thai traditional medicine, and the
distribution of drugs in accordance with the law on drugs, provided that by means of
Thai traditional medicine.
(4) "Thai obstetrics" means an examination, cure, suggestion, and health
promotion of pregnant women, prevention of abnormality in the period of pregnancy
and childbirth, child delivery, taking care and health promotion of mother and infant
in the period after giving birth, provided that by means of Thai traditional medicine.
b.

The branch of "applied Thai traditional medicine" means the practice of

the art of healing in accordance with the study from academic approved by the
Profession Commission, and the uses of scientific medical for diagnosis and treatment
as prescribed in the Ministerial Regulations.
c.

The branch of "physiotherapy" means the practice to human concerning

the diagnosis and treatment of body defectiveness which cause fro m the conditions of
diseases or abnormal bodily movement, health promotion, prevention, improvement
and rehabilitation of injury and disability of body and mind by means of healing
prescribed by the Minister.
d.

The branch of "medical technique" means any practice for acquiring

samples and the proceeding through scientific and technological method for the
diagnosis, following-up of cure, diseases foretelling, prevention of diseases, and
assessment of health or research.
e.

Other branches as prescribed by a Royal Decree. The law is opened for

adding other newly art of healing by a Royal Decree without amending the Act.
Currently, a practitioner of the art of healing who practice in the branch of
medicine, dentistry, pharmaceutics, nursing and obstetrics which each has its own Act
(i.e. The Medical Act B.E.2525, The Dentistry ACT B.E.2537, The Pharmaceutics
Act B.E. 2537, The Nursing and Obstetrics Act B.E. 2528) and organization
established in accordance with such Act. Each Act has separate definition of the
practice particularly. A practitioner who practices in any the branch aforesaid must
have been trained in academic training and passed a formal qualification. The
practitioner must have been registered and obtained a license to be practitioner by the
professional commission of the branch's organization, which acts as a licensing
authority for practitioners and enforce adherence to an ethical code of practice. Other

13
branches of healthcare profession which are not branches aforesaid still under the
Practice of the Art of Healing Act B.E. 2542 as if they have purposes in practice the

Art of Healing on humans. 10
Doctor profession is counted as practitioner of the art of healing in medical
branch and registered and licensed under the Medical Act B.E. 2525 and is controlled
by an organization named Medical Council of Thailand.
3. Sources of Medical Doctor's Incomes
Doctor profession may earn incomes from various kinds of work. Medical
Doctors may work in the government sector, public sector or operating their own
business. Different in kinds of\ work may cause affects to their taxable liability and
may leads to misunderstanding in computing taxable inco e.
Source o Doctor Profession's incomes are generally divided in to 3 main
cases as following:
a.

A doctor who works in the public service
Emolument derived from public official
Income derived from special/part-time clinic
Income derived from working over time
'Income derived from operating own clinic
Income derived from practicing in private hospital
Income derived from operating other business
Income derived from dividends and · terests

b.

A Doctor who works in a private hospital
Emolument from working in private hospital (with or without
minimum guarantee)
Income derived from special/part-time clinic
Income derived from working over time
Income derived from operating own clinic
Income derived from being as a consultant (case by case)
Income derived from operating other business
Income derived from being director in private hospital

IO Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 08141/1435, Dated 7 September 1998.
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Income derived from dividends and interests
c. A doctor who is a free lance, working as a practitioner of liberal profession.
4. Categories oflncome Derived from Medical Doctor's Practice
Medical doctor may earn income from various different sources. Incomes
earned by medical doctor are generally derived from performing medical practice at a
public or private hospital, operating clinic or carry on professional practice. Such
earned incomes are generally considered to be income from employment, hire of
work, liberal profession, and income from carrying on business, which are assessable
income category (1) (2) (6) and (8) respectively.
a. Income derived from Employment
Income derived from employment, subject to Section 40 (1) of the
Revenue Code, is an assessable income is whether in the form of salary, wage, bonus,
house rent allowance, monetary value of rent-free residence provided by an employer,
payment of debt liabil ity of an emplo yee made by an employer, or any form of
money, pronerty or benefit derived fro m employment. Remuneration may not be
resulted from achievement of work.
Under section 575 of the Civil and Commercial Code, an employment
means "a contract whereby a person, called the employee, agrees to render services to
another person, called the employer, who agrees to pay remuneration for the duration
of the service".
The Owner of income shall have juristic relations with the payer of income
under the employment contract as an employee and employer. Both employer and
employee enter into an employment contract and the employer shall have authority
11
over the employee regardless the employment is temporary or not.
For the deduction of assessable income derived from an employment, the
Revenue Code. Section 42 Bis specifies a standard deduction of 40 per cent which
shall be allowed as expense. However, the amount deducted shall not exceed 60,000
Baht in total.
11

Aungkana Ruamthai, "Tax Burden on Attorney," (LL.M. independent

study, Faculty of Law, Thammasat University, 2005), 19.
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b. Income Derived from Hire of Work
An income derived from a position or from hire of work, whether in the

form of fee, commission, discount, subsidy, bonus, or any form of money, property or
benefit derived from a position or form hire of work subject to Section 40(2) of the
Revenue Code, whether is permanent or temporary.
Under section 587 of the Civil and Commercial Code, a hire of work
means "a contract whereby a person, called the contractor, agree to accomplish a
definite work for another person, called the employer, who agrees to pay him a
remuneration of the result of the work".
When parties entered in to a hire contract, the remuneration shall not be
considered from duration of services but from achievement of the work The party
shall not have an authority to control over other party as in employment contract.

12

The Revenue Code has prescribed the computation of deduction as
expenses in to 2 methods; lump sum deduction and actual deduction. For incomes
from employment (assessable income category 1) and income fro m hire of work
(assessable income category 2), the Revenue Code has specified the rule of
deductions in Section 42 Bis of the Revenue Code, a standard deduction of 40 per
cent shall be allow as expenses but the amount deducted shall not exceed 60,000 Baht
in total.
c. Income Derived from Liberal Profession

*

Assessable income subject to Section 40(6 of the Revenue Code is an
income derived from professional practice related to Laws, Art of Healing,
engineering, architecture, accounting, fine arts and other liberal professions as
prescribed by Royal Decree.
For the deduction of expenses for assessable income from liberal
profession, Section 44 of the Revenue Code specifies the deduction of expenses shall
be allowed in accordance with a Royal Decree.

13

Taxpayer can choose either one of

the 2 methods of expenses deduction; (1) Lump sum deduction; for the case of

12
13

Aungkana Ruamthai, Tax Burden on Attorney, p.20
Section 6 Royal Decree (No. 11) B.E.2542.
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medical doctor profession, 60 per cent of the net income shall be allowed as a
deduction of expenses, or (2) Actual expenses, for this method, the taxpayer is
required to bring evidence of expenses to show to the assessment authority.
d. Income Derived from Carrying on Businesses
This category of assessable income is profits from business, commerce,
industry, agriculture or any other activity which are not in other categories of income.
In the case medical doctor derived assessable income category 6 and 8,
Taxpayer is responsible to file a tax return to the official reporting the assessable
income that the tax payer received in the preceding tax year in the form prescribed by
the Director-general. The taxpa!}'er must-file the tax re urn 2 times in a year in the case
he received assessable income; first time, on or before the last day of March every
year (Form PND 90 or 91), and on September of every tax year, reporting only the
income under Section 40 (5), (6), (7) or (8) derived during the peri0d from January to
14
June (Form PND 94).
5. Different types of income derived from medical doctor profession
The following examples are the judgments of the Supreme Court and the
Revenue Department's tax rulings concerning to medical practice of Medical Doctor
Profession
a. Employment Income (category 1)

INCIT

(1) A company hires medical doctor to perform medical examination and
treatments on employees for two times per week, each time took 2-3 hours. The
company pays remuneration in the same amount each month. Therefore, mcome
under this case is deemed to be assessable income subject to Section 40( 1).

15

(2) The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT) made a hirecontract with medical doctor to perform medical examination and treatments on
patients at EGAT's healthcare centre. The work time is at every Wednesday, from 8
to 12 o'clock, the duration is 1 year and overall payment is 52,000 Baht. The
payment, 1,000 Baht per treatment in a month, shall be made at the end of each

14
15

Section 56 and 56 Bis The Revenue Code.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/4436, Dated March 19, 1984.
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month. In this case, the medical doctor is not an employee of EGAT according to the
rules governing on employment, discharging, discipline and penalties. There is no
evidence of juristic relationship as employer and employee in accordance with the
Labor Law. Income paid by EGAT under this case is deemed to be assessable income
subject to Section 40( 1).

16

(3) Medical doctor is hired for performing medical examination and
treatments on employees. An amount of payment under the contract is 120,000 Baht
per year. The payment will be paid at 1,000 Baht for each month. The medical doctor
must work at employer's ward from 13 to 16 o'clock each workday. Income under
this case is assessable inco e subject to Section 40(1 ).

17

(4) Pharmacy 'A' is an employee of a company and has a pharmaceutical
license. The company made a payment in accordance with the law on pharmaceutics.
Time of work is not specified. The employment contract must be renewed each year.
Income under this case is deemed to be assessable income subject to Section 40(1).

18

(5) Mr. S is a medical doctor working at a private hospital. His working
day is Monday-Friday, from 8 to 17 o'clock, and receiving payment as salary. There
must be a substitute in the case Mr. S cannot work at a day. Apart from daily
appointment, he has additional income from taking care of patient at part-time. Mr. S
will determine the medical treatment fee, and then the hospital shall pay Mr. S on the
full amount of the fee charges from patient. Mr. S is free to do his part-time work.
Additional income from part-time appointment paid by the hospital in this case is
deemed to be assessable inco me subject to Section 40( 1).

19

(6) Medical Doctor performs medical examination and treatments on
patients at special clinic at part-time. The medical doctor is an employee of a hospital
which the special clinic situated therein and earns monthly payment. The hospital will

16
17
18
19

Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/8076, Dated March 15, 1990.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/14124, Dated August 8, 1990.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/4616, Dated May 10, 1993.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/5098, Dated November 5, 1996.
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charge medical treatment fee from patients and pay to the medical doctor. Payment
earned by the medical doctor under this case is deemed to be assessable income
subject to Section 40(1 ).

20

(7) A hospital doctor who receives monthly payment, also earn additional
remuneration from performing medical examination and treatments on social welfare
patients. The service is deemed to perform under the employment contract. The
additional remuneration is deemed to be assessable income subject to Section 40(1).

21

(8) Dentist A has an appointment as a lecturer at the Faculty of dentistry
and receives additionally monthly Rayment from working part-time dental clinic. The
employer from both works is the same, as the evidence shown in a receipt charged on
patients and paid to dentist A The payment from this case is deemed to be assessable
income subject to Section 40 (1).

22

~

b. In.come Derived from Hire of Work (category 2)
(1 ) The decision of Supreme Court no. 502/2526 (Vichai Eiam-aram v.

Revenue Department). The plaintiff is a licensed medical doctor, received money
payment from EGAT

23

as remuneration from performing medical treatments and

health pro motions on EGAT's employees at EGAT's clinic. Plaintiff agreed to work
for 2 days per week, 1 hour each, and received payment 3,000 Baht for each week.
Income derived from this case is deemed to be earnings or benefits receiving from
works or services whether it is a p ermanent or temporarily work. Therefore such
income is an assessable income subject to Section 40(2), a standard deduction for
assessable income shall be allowed as expenses under Section 42 Bis paragraph 1.
(2) A medical doctor receives salary from working as an employee of a
hospital, the medical doctor also receive special income from being on duty and
additional payment by performing medical treatments on patients. Such income is

20
21
22
23

Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/9841, Dated April 29, 1998.
Taxation Ruling no. gorkor 0802/5392, Dated April 17, 1999.
Taxation Ruling no. gorkor 0802114124, Dated June 8, 1999.
The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand
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deemed to be assessable income subject to Section 40 (1) because the nature of
income is a fixed monthly payment. In contrast, a medical doctor not an employee of
the hospital and doing part-time work. The hospital pays remuneration based on
working hour for a percentage as specified by the hospital's rules of payment. The
income under this case is an assessable income subject to Section 40 (2).

24

(3) The Government organization hires a medical doctor to perform
medical treatments on employees of the organization. The places of treatment are at
clinics of the organization. The organization shall pay remunerations based on hours
of work regardless the number of patients. Such income is an income from hire of
work, and is deemed to be assessable income subj ect to Section 40 (2) not assessable
income subject to Section 40 (1 ).

25

(4) A private hospital hires a medical doctor from outside to perform
medical treatments at the hospital occasionally. The hospital pays remunerations
based on working hours and additional remunerations from ner orming medical
treatments on patients. The payments are made under the hospital' s regulations. The
payment under this case is an income from hire of work and is deemed to be
assessable income subject to Section 40(2).

26

(5) A foundation carrying on Clinical business with both Thai traditional
medicine and modem medicine. The foundation charges no fees from their business.
Medical doctor is independently to perform medica treatment on patients. The
medical doctor can choose whether to do wo ks or not. The foundation shall give cash
to the medical doctor as a return thanks e.g. for morning period: 340 Baht, for
afternoon period: 260 Baht. This is a case of foundation pays remuneration to the
medical doctor as for performing treatments. The amount of payment based on times

24
25
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Taxation Ruling no. gorkor 0802/26918, Dated December 18, 1995
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/9620, Dated June 19, 1996.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/536, Dated June 23, 1997.
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of work, not based on number of patients. Income derived from this case is an income
from hire of work and is deemed to be assessable income subject to Section 40(2).

27

(6) A dentist has an occasionally work under the agreement with a
university as an employer. The university issues official slip to patients under the
university' s rules. There is no evidence of juristic relationship as an employee and
employer. The income from this case is assessable income from hire of work subject
to Section 40 (2).

28

(7) Medical doctor hired by a company to perform medical examination
and treatments on employees occasionally. The place of treatments is at a clinic of the
company. The company does not specify working time. The payment shall be paid in
a fixed amount for each month. Payment or wage under this case is an income from
hire of work and is an assessable income subject to Section 40 (2).

29

c. Income Derived from Liberal Profession (category 6)
(1) The decision of Supreme Court no. 4923/2533 (Sumeth Huntragul v.
Revenue Department). Plaintiff is a practitioner of the Art of Healing and is a medical
doctor at 'L' hospital. Plaintiff received a payment as salary and additional earnings
by using the hospital's space to performing medical treatments on patient at part-time.
The income earned by the plaintiff from working part-time must be distributed to 'L'
hospital at the rate from 20 to 80 per cent. Income earned by the plaintiff from
working part-time is regarded as an income paid by patients, not an income paid by
the hospital as salary. Such income is deemed to be assessable income subject to
40(6) not income subject to Section 40(1).
(2) The

decision

of Supreme

Court

no.

3193/2543

(Sriwalee

Limgungwammongkol v. Revenue Department). Plaintiff is a person carrying on
liberal profession, registered and licensed as a dentist. The plaintiff performs dental
services at a dental hospital as a practitioner of the Art of Healing. The plaintiff made
an agreement with the hospital to share medical fees charged on patients at 50 per
27
28
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Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/3365, Dated April 16, 1999.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/5392, Dated June 8, 1999.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/1405, Dated November 20, 1999.
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cent to the hospital. The plaintiff practices her profession by using knowledge,
expertise and experience from education and training under Dentistry course.
Therefore, the plaintiff can perform diagnosis and treatments independently, the
plaintiff also freely to specify medical fees as well. Thus income derived from this
case is an assessable income from liberal profession subject to Section 40(6).
However, the tax base for calculation must be at full amount not just 50 per cent.
(3) Mr. T is a dentist working at a private hospital. Mr. T derives income
from performing medical treatment on patients. Each month, Mr. T will distribute his
earnings to the hospital. The amount of earnings is based on the number of patients. If
there is no patients means no share or earnings. Income derived from this case is an
assessable income subject to Section 40 (6).

30

(4) A medical doctor, who is not an employee of a company, is
independently to perform medical treatment on employees of the company at any day,
any time. The medical doctor shall receive remuneration for each ti.me he performs
medical examination and treatments. The payment is not a salary. Income derived
from this case is an assessable income subject to Section 40 (6).

31

(5) A medical doctor, who working at a private clinic, receive income
based on number of patients. The clinic shall distribute medical fee to the doctor at
proportion 70:30. The medical doctor shall not receive any earning if he didn't attend
to work. The amount of payment for each month is uncertainty. Income derived from
this case is an assessable income subject to Section 40 (6).

32

d. Income Derived from Carrying on Businesses (category 8)
A medical doctor operates clinic subject to the law of healthcare
institution. The clinic under this part is a clinic which has sickbeds for patient to
admit. The income derived from this case is not deemed to be income from liberal

30
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Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/6546, Dated April 20, 1994.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/15448, Dated November 20, 1984.
Taxation Ruling No. gorkor 0802/6292, Dated May 8, 1989.
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profession subject to the Section 40 (6) but the income is deemed to be income from
business subject to section 40 (8).

33

C. Principle of Statutory Interpretation

1. General principle
Statutory interpretation can be divided in to 2 principles: literal interpretation
and purposive interpretation. According to Section 4 of the Civil and Commercial
Code prescribes "The law must be applied in all cases which come within the letter or
the spirit of any of its provision."
a. Literal interpretation
The principle of literal interpretation (or grammatical interpretation)

34

is

to anticipate the meaning from the statutory phrases or words. The principle can be
separated into 3 ways, which are:
(1 ) In a case the provision uses ordinary language; interpretation of the
provision is based on nature of the language.
(2) In a case the provision uses technical language or academic language
e.g. chemical vocabulary, interpretation of the provision is based on principles of such
technical language or academic language.
(3) In a case the provision prescribes definitio n especially to the law, such
definition is only applicable to that statutory, it can't be applied to other laws.
b. Purposive interpretation
The principle of purposive interpretation (or logical interpretation) is to
anticipate the meaning from a word or a phrase of a law in accordance with purpose

33

Chaiyasit Trachuthum, Tax Planning (Bangkok: T. Traning Center) 271

(2nd ed. 2005) p. 271.
34

Akrathorn Chularattana, Statutory Interpretation(Bangkok:KodmaiThai) 71

(1999).
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or intention of such law. Purposive interpretation is significant, since each law has
different purpose or intention from others.
2. Interpretation on the Law of Taxation
According to the principle of law, the law of taxation is a public that is
concemmg to public's interests, therefore the interpretation must be strictly
interpreted. When the law which is used for collecting tax is unclear or it is
ambiguous or it can be interpreted in many ways, the interpretation has to be done in
the way of giving benefits to taxpayers. It can't be interpreted for bad effects to
taxpayer.

35

There are examples of the Supreme Court' s decision concemmg to the
interpretation of tax law:
a.

According to category 1 of the Royal Decree (No. 21) B.E. 2519,

which is issued in accordance with the Revenue Code, the word "foods, drinks, and
tobacco" means consumer goods for human. The phrase "consumable parts of cow,
swine, buffafo, and sheep" means parts of animal aforesaid that are consumable. The
phrase "preserved consumable parts of animals" means parts of animals that are
consumable for humans and must be preserved. Therefore the word 'food products'
under the Royal Decree should mean products that can only be consumed by humans
and excluding food products consumed by non-human.
b.

Tax rate account

~nder

36

t

the Billboar rrax Act B.E. 2510 specifies

calculation of billboard's space into 2 methods: limited and non-limited size. It is
shown that the provision of the Act is blurring, therefore it must be strictly
interpreted. It can be assumed that the purpose of the provision is to calculate
billboard tax by choosing either of the 2 method, not both.
If a provision of law is not clearly prescribed, it may cause an inequitable

result especially to taxpayers. The reason is because they can't estimate the taxable

35

Thanin Graivichian, Statutory interpretation (Bangkok:Chulalongkom) 438

(3rd ed 1996).
36

The decision of Supreme Court no. 1750/2516.
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amount. If they file a false or incorrect tax return, it may cause penalties to taxpayers
such as fine and surcharge.
The English Court also apply the same principle for the interpretation of tax
law. The example case is "Cape Brady Syndicate VS V.I.R.". Comrs (1921) in the
case, the judge Row latte stated that "In a taxing Act on has to look merely at what is
clearly said. There is no room for any intendment. There is no equity about a tax.
There is no presumption as to a tax. Nothing to be read is, nothing is to be implied.
One can only look fairly at the language used". If the interpretation has the word or
phrase which is not clear or it can be interpreted in many ways. The English court
would give benefit for the tax payer in case of the law is not clear. If the word or
phrase is clear, the English Court shall interpret it by using the natural meaning.
Another principle of interpretation of the tax law is, nature of the tax law is
singularity, thus interpretation of the tax law do not need to consider with provisions
of another laws. For example, the Civil and Commercial Code does not prescribe
definition for the word "joint venture", but the Revenue Code prescribes partnerships,
companies, including joint venture to be tax entities for the purpose of taxation.

37

Furthermore, interpretation of the tax law does not always considers the
Freedom of Will, the reason is because the parties may use a loop hole of the law for a
juristic act which is not for business purposes, but for the tax evasion and effect to the
state's interest.
If a provision of the tax law having both advantage and disadvantage,

taxpayers may see an opportunity for a tax evasion, including a distortion of statutory
interpretation from purposes of legislator, may resulted in losing the state's benefit
and conflict with the principle of statutory interpretation.
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Jirapom Juntaramolee, The problem on interpretation of the Revenue Code

section 42 and statutory interpretation, available at http://www.dsi.go.th/dsi/news
index.jsp?id= 1800. (last visited 4 September 2008).

Chapter 3
Income tax structure with Reference to Medical Doctor
Profession under Foreign Tax Laws

A.

Personal Income Tax Structure under United Kingdom's Tax

Law

1. Introduction

\\JERS1r

Currently, taxation of United Kingdom runs by' Income Tax Act 2007 (IT A
2007) which makes provision regarding categories of income under 3 separate Acts;
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005, Income Tax (Earnings and
Pensions) Act 2003 and Income Tax Act 2007 itself. Originally, United Kingdom's
income tax system was a unique system called "Schedular System" . The Schedular
system of taxation is the system of how the charge to United Kingdom corporation tax
is applied. It also applied to United Kingdom income tax before legislation was
rewritten by the tax law rewrite project.

38

The system defines income into 6

schedules; labeled schedule A to F. Income not falling under schedule A to F shall not
be taxed.

a. Schedule A: tax on income from UK land
b. Schedule B: tax on commercial occupation of land
c. Schedule C: tax on incoming from public securities

38

The tax law rewrite project of HM Revenue and Customs is a major effort
to re-write the entire tax legislation of the United Kingdom in a format which is both
more consistent and more understandable. Three pieces of primary legislation-the
Income Tax (Earning and Pensions) Act 2003, the Income Tax (Trading and Other
Incomes) Act 2005 and the Income Tax Act 2007-have been passed by Parliament.
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d. Schedule D: tax on trading income, income from profession and
. 39.
.
vocation,
mterests, overseas mcome
and casua1.mcome

e. Schedule E: tax on employment income
f.

Schedule F: tax on UK dividend income

Table of Income tax rate (United Kingdom)

Tax Rate

£per year

Year 2007-2008

Tax Rate

£per year

Year 2008-2009

Starting rate: 10%

£0 - £2,230

Basic rate:22%

£2,231 - £34,600

Basic Rate: 20%

£0 - £34,800

Higher rate: 40%

Over £34,600

Higher rate: 40%

Over £34800

For income tax purposes, the Schedular System was fmally abolished in
year 2005 and was superseded by Income Tax (trading and Other Income) Act 2005,
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 and Income Tax Act 2007. The
Schedular system and schedule A and D still enforce for corporation tax .
Under Income Tax Act 2007, Section 1 of the Act makes provision about
income tax under the following A.cts
a. Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003, which is about taxation
on employment income, pension income and social security income.

39

According to United Kingdom history, A 'profession' historically meant
the three learned professions of the Church, Medicine and the Law but currently the
term goes much wider and normally involves some substantial exercise of intellectual
skill. 'Vocation' has a wide meaning related to the way a person passes his or her life
and indicates a calling. The difference in practice causes few problems and it is rarely
necessary to debate the point when a taxpayer is clearly carrying on one or the other.
Source: HM Revenue & Customs in http://www.hrnrc.gov.uk, Access Date August
18, 2008.
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b. Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005, which is about
taxation on trading income, property income, savings and investment
income and some other miscellaneous income.
c. Income Tax Act 2007, which contains the other main provisions about
income tax.
2. Categories of Income Derived by Medical Doctor Profession under
Income Tax Act 2007
Medical Doctor who practices medical profession in UK must have been
registered and licensed called 'Licensu e'

40

under the regulation on Medical

Practices. The medical Doctors may receive income from a variety different source.
Primary source of income is income which doctors receive for work for Health
Authorities or National Health Service (NHS) trusts.

41

Full-time or part-time

appointments with the NHS are generally regarded as offices or emplo yments.
40

42

The

"Licensure" refers to the granting of a license, which gives a 'permission to

practice.' Sue licenses are usually issued in order to regulate some activity that is
deemed to be dangerous or a threat to the person or the public or which involves a
high level of specialized skill. The danger and skill elements inspire governments not
to allow a free-for-all, but to regulate the activity, and licensing is a well-established
and convenient method of regulation. Licensing includes such things as pilot and
driving licenses, licenses to play professional sports, etc. In the case of certain
occupations and professions, licensing is often granted through a professional body or
a licensing board composed of advanced practitioners who oversee the applications
for licenses. This often involves accredited training and examinations, but varies a
great deal for different activities and in different countries.
41

HM Revenue & Customs, Particular Occupations: Doctors, available at

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/esmmanual/ESM4060.htm. (last visited 7 August
2008).
42

HM Revenue & Customs, Particular Occupations: Doctors, available at

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/esmmanual/ESM4060.htm. (last visited 7 August
2008).
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earnmgs from such appointment are regarded as employment income. However,
doctors working full-time for Health Authorities or NHS Trusts may receive some
fees assessable as trading income, such as fees for completing the special death
certificate. According to United Kingdom's tax law, where a person practices medical
doctor profession, such income of medical doctor profession can be derived from
whether employment income under Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 or
trading income under Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005.
Thus, medical doctors' income shall be derived from 2 sources of income:
employment income and trading income.
a. Employment

come

s

Employment mcome where is under Income Tax (Earnings and
Pensions) Act 2003 is a tax levies on general earnings, specific employment income
and including any amount treated as earnings. The word "employment" under the Act
particularly includes; (a) any employment under a contract of service, (b) any
employment under a contract of apprenticeship, and (c) any employment in the
service of the crown.

43

A person who is liable to tax on employment income is the

person earnings income relate to employment or the person in relation to whom
.
.
mcome is.
The word "earning" in the employment income part means any salary,
wages , fees, any gratuity or other profit, incidental benefit of any kind obtained by
the employee if it is money or money's worth or auything else that constitute an
payment of the employment.
Certain employment mcomes are exempted from income tax under
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003. The exemptions of employment
mcome are regarded as earning-only exemptions and employment income
exemptions. Both exemptions share a same concept that is to prevent liability to tax
arising in respect of earnings and in respect of other employment income.

43
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Section 4 Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003.
Section 227 Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003.
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Examples
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of employment income which are exempted from income tax are; mileage allowances
and passenger payments, non-cash vouchers and credit-tokens, and etc.
Comparing to Thai's

income tax law principle,

taxation on

employment income under Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 applies to
both incomes from employment under an employment contract and employment
under a contract of work. The reason is both incomes from employment under an
employment contract and employment under a contract are earning income.
Therefore, both types of income fall under the same rule under Income Tax (Earning
and Pension) Act 2003.
b. Trading income

\JERS

Any person derive income which is deemed to be profits of a trade,
profession or vocation, shall liable to income tax under Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005. The person receiving profits shall liable for the tax charged
under the Act must be the person receiving or entitled to the profits. The scope of
taxation under the Act applies to both trading income and income from profession or
vocation. The tax is levied on the full amount of the profits derived within a tax year.
The essential scope of the Income Tax (Trading and Other Incomes)
Act 2005 is to levy taxes on:
(1) Profits of a trade ar1smg to a resident of United Kingdom
45

wherever the trade

is carried on.

(2) Profits of a trade arising to

~

non-resident of United Kingdom

only if the arise from a trade carried on wholly in the United
Kingdom or from the part of the trade carries on in the United
Kingdom in the case of a trade carried on partly in the United
Kingdom and partly elsewhere.
The profits of a trade must be calculated in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice (GAAP), similar to Thailand's tax accounting principle,
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Where the word "trade" is used under the Income Tax (Trading and Other

Incomes)Act 2005, it should be read as covering professions and vocation unless The
Act prescribe the meaning otherwise.
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any adjustment are required or authorized by law in calculating profits for income tax
purposes. The same rules apply for income tax purpose in calculating losses of a trade
as apply in calculating profits, therefore, the rules also apply to professions and
vocations as well.
Comparing to Thai's income tax law principle on business profit, The
Income Tax (Trading and Other Incomes) Act 2005, treats profits of a trade and
income from professions and vocations under the same rules. The annual profits from
any profession or vocation are subjected to Tax. The reason may the similarity in the
term of 'earnings ' between profits of trading income and income from professions and
vocations. In addition, it reduce administrative burden of the tax by taxpayer when the
taxpayer derives incomes which are both profits of a trade and income from
professions and vocations.
3. Treatment of expenses in case of Medical Doctor Profession
A Medical Doctor who has full-time or part-time appointment with
hospital (such as National Health Services) are generally employments. The earnings
from such ap_pointment are regarded as employment income. However, for tax
purposes only, earnings fro m part-time offices or employments may in practice be
treated as professional income chargeable as trading income. This part shall analyze
treatment of expenses and conditions of expenses allowance for the case medical
doctor derived employment income and professional income
a. The case of medical doctor receives emplo yment income
In case of the Medical Doctor who has an appointment with hospital
and is regarded as employments, the treatment of expenses shall be treated under the
same case with employee's expense.
In general, a part-time hospital doctor's expenses, including travelling
expenses and subsistence shall be compensated. The expenses must be what medical
doctor incurred wholly, exclusively and necessarily in the performance of the duties
of the employment.
General rule for deduction of employee's expenses is very restrictive.
All of conditions under Section 336 oflncome Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003
must be passed before a deduction is obtained. Conditions for deduction to be allowed
under Section 336 are;
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(1) The expense must be the one that each and every holder of that
employment would have to incur,
(2) The expense must be necessarily incurred,
(3) The expense must be incurred in the performance of the duties of
the employment,
(4) The expense must be incurred and paid, and
(5) The expense must be wholly and exclusively so incurred.
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 prescribes additional
rules allowing expenses of travelling in performance of duties. Employees are able to
obtain tax relief for travel fo necessary attendance at a place in the performance of
the duties of the employment. The expenses under this paragraph not include ordinary
commuting or private travel. The purpose in allowing expenses to be deducted is to
permit tax relief fo r the costs of travel between an employee's home and a place that
46

employees must attend for the work purposes.

The exemption of traveling expenses

from income tax calculation under the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003
is similar to the exemption of income under Thailand's Revenue Code Section 42 (1)
(2) and (3)
b. The case of medical doctor receives Professional Income
It is possible to allow certain payment to be treated as ordinary

professional incomes and shall subject to tax as trading income and expenses
allowable under Income Tax (Trading and Other Inco mes) Act 2005. The essential
conditions where the treatment can be applied shall be as follo wing;
(1)

There would be practical difficulties if the rule of employments
earnings under Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003
is applied.

(2)

The employment is in a field to the profession and particular
practice concerned.

(3)

They are small in comparison to the other professional receipts
assessable as trading income.
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(4)

In a case involving a partner, there is an agreement between the
partners the receipts are include as income of the partnership
and the agreement is executed.

(5)

The receipts are not derived from being a director of a
company.

If the conditions above are met, receipts of medical doctors can be

treated as trading income.
Medical Doctors may sometimes use their own equipment m
connection with professional services outside the scope of their contract of
employment. The rule provides that the use of such equipments for the purposes of
their employment is allowable to deduct the full cost of maintenances as expenses.
The example of other deductible expenses provided by Income Tax
(Trading and Other incomes) Act 2005 shall be as the following;
(1) Pre-trading expenses,
(2) Renewals,
(3) Personal securities expenses,
(4) Scientific research and etc.

B.

fl IE(

Personal Income Tax Structure under Singapore's Tax Law

1. Introduction
Individual income tax in Singapore imposes from two main sources of
Income tax; the other being corporate taxes on companies. Payable on an annual
bases, it is currently based on the progressive tax system (for local residents), with
taxes ranging from 0% to 20% since Year of Assessment 2007. The Year of
Assessment (YA) is based on the calendar year commencing 1 January to 31

T.HE ASSUMPTION UNIVEl1SITY J...UG1AR'i.
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December, and is payable on a preceding year basis, whereby taxes payable per year
of assessment is based on income earned in the preceding calendar year.

47

Taxation is based on the source rule principle, in which only income
earned at source, for the case in Singapore, or for the case income derived from
overseas but received in Singapore, is taxable. Residents are subject to Singapore
income tax on all income accruing in or derived from Singapore. Non-residents
receiving income derived from outside Singapore are not subject to tax. However, the
system has possibilities in allowing for tax avoidance practices by individuals who
derive income from abroad, gain tax exemptions via their non-resident status there,
and utilizing this income outside Singapore.
Tax rates differ based on the residential status of individuals. A resident is
defined by anyone who resides permanently in Singapore, or is physically or
receiving emplo yment in the country for over 183 days, unless the taxpayer is a
48
company director. Thus, residents who are on overseas employment for at least six
months in a calendar year may choose to be treated as a non-resident in the following
year of assessment, a status which may be renewed on an annual basis. Taxpayers
who are required to travel overseas for the purpose of their employment in Singapore,
or who are deployed overseas by the Government of Singapore for governmental
functions are not eligible for this option.

'If,~
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Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore, Introduction to individual income

tax, available at http://www.iras.gov.sg/irasHome/page01.aspx?id=86. (last visited 28
August 2008).
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Section 2 Singapore's Income Tax Act.
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Tax rates for Individual Residents

Chargeable annual income (Singapore Dollar)

Tax Rate

For the first S$20,000

0%

S$20,000 - S$30,000

3.5%

S$30,000 - S$40,000

5.5%

S$40,000 - S$80,000

8.5%

S$80,000 - S$1 60,000
S$ l 60,000 - S$320,000

n.,,,.,_
I.I

14%

II);'

17%
,A..

~

"'A'

S$320,000 and above

20%

.~

The maximum tax payable went down from 22% in Year of Assessment
2005 to 21% in the Year of Assessment 2006, and 20% in the Year of Assessment
2007, with the rest of the scale rate adjusted accordingly. This is i1n line with the
Singapore Government's gradual reduction of nominal individual tax rates since the
1980s, a trend similarly observed in other countries. Tax rates ranged from 3.5-33% in
the year 1987, and dropped to a range of 2-28% in the year 1997. In 2002, it ranged
from 0-26%, before dropping further since year 2003.
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2. Categories of income under Singapore' s Income Tax Act
Subject to the provisions o Income Tax Act, incomes that are payable, as
specified in the Act, for each Year of Assessment upon the income of any person
derived from Singapore or received in Singapore from outside Singapore in respect of
incomes into 6 categories as following;
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Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore, Introduction to individual income

tax, available at http ://www.iras.gov.sg/irasHome/page01.aspx?id=86. (last visited 28
August 2008).
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a. gains or profits from any trade, business, profession or vocation, for
whatever period of time such trade, business, profession or vocation
may have been carried on or exercised;
b. gains or profits from any employment;
c. dividends, interest or discounts;
d. any pension, charge or annuity;
e. rents, royalties, premiums and any other profits arising from property;
and
f

Any gains or profits of an income nature not falling within any of the
preceding paragraphs.

For medical doctors, who is registered and lieensed in practicing their
medical profession, derived income from Singapore or received in Singapore. Similar
to the UK's personal income taxation, Medical doctor's income from practicing
profession fu ll-time or part-time at a healthcare institute is possib1e to be deemed as;
(1) Business income, or (2) employment income.

Business income is income derived from carrying on a trade, a business, a
profession, or a vocation. Business income is taxable in the sole-proprietor's or selfemployed person's name. Therefore a sole-proprietor or self-employed person who
receives this income has to report the income in his individual tax form.
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For employment income subject to provisions of Income Tax Act, Section
10(2) has given definitions of 'gains or profits from any emplo yment' as the

followings;
a. Any wages, salary, leave pay, fee, comm1ss10n, bonus, gratuity,
perquisite or allowance (other than a cost of living, travelling,
conveyance or entertainment allowance which is proved have been
expended for purposes other than deductions which are not allowed
50

Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore, Business Income, available at

http ://www.iras.gov.sg/irasHome/page.aspx?id= 1514.
2008).

(lasted

visited

30 August
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under the Income Tax Act Section 15) paid or granted in respect of the
employment whether in a form of money or otherwise,
b. The value of any food, clothing or lodging provided or paid for by the
employer,
c. The annual value of any place of residence provided by the employer
and for the purposes of this paragraph:
(1) If the remuneration received by a director of a company is less than
the annual value of the premises, the full annual value shall be
deemed to be gains or profits of the employment.
(2) Except as provjded in sub-paragraph (1), if the annual value of the
premises exceeds 10% of the gains or profits from the employment
mentioned in paragraphs a. and b. less the rent, if any, paid by the
employee for the use of the premises, the excess shall be
disregarded.
(3) "Place of residence" means the part of the premises occupied by
the person chargeable.
d. Any amount standing to the account of any individual in any pension
or provident fund or society which the indhridual is entitled to
withdraw upon retirement or which is withdrawn.
3. Exemption oflncome Tax
The following income sources are exempted from Singapore income tax:
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a. Interest derived fro m mo neys placed in approved banks in Singapore
or approved Asian dollar bonds.
b. Employment income from short-term or less other than as a company
director or a public entertainer.
c. Investment income from the financial instrument derived from within
Singapore on or after 1 January 2004, which are:
(1) Interest derived from debt securities

51

Section 13 Income Tax Act.
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(2) Discount income from debt securities, which the ownership is one
year or less
(3) Annuities
(4) All payment of life insurance policies, including interest from
insurance benefits that have not been drawn and investment income
on investment-linked policies (but excluding sums realized on
interest from insurance benefits that have not been drawn under
any insurance against loss of profits)
( 5) Distributions froi;n unit trusts and real estate investment trusts
authorized'under the Securities and Futures Act
(6) Borrowing fees, loan rebates, price differential and compensatory
payments

arising

from

securities

lending

and

repurchase

agreements.
However, the tax exemption does not apply if the income is derived by
individuals through a partnership in Singapore or if the income is derjved from gains
or profits from any trade, business or profession.
4. Deduction of Expenses under Singapore's Income Tax Act
In general, for the purpose of income whether is chargeable to tax, all
outgoings and expenses incurred wholly and exclusively in the production of income
are deductible. However, expenses of a capital, private or domestic nature are
excluded from deduction.
Losses are allowed to be carried forward indefinitely to be offset against
forthcoming income
Subject to the provisions of Income Tax Act, deductible and non52

deductible expenses shall be as the followings :

a. Foreign expenses and losses. Foreign outgoings are deductible to the
extent that the income they can be attributed to is subject to tax in
Singapore. Foreign losses cannot be deducted against Singapore profits
in determining the chargeable income.
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Section 14 and 15 Income Tax Act.
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b. Capital expenses and losses are not deductible.
c. Personal expenditure, domestic or private expenditure is not deductible
unless it is payment of religious dues which are provided for under
written law.
d. Specifically non-deductible expenses under the provision of Income
Tax Act Section 15, the following costs are specifically treated as nondeductible e.g. disbursements or expenses which are not wholly and
exclusively expended for the purpose of acquiring the income, capital
withdrawn or any sum employed as capital, and etc.
5. Tax relief for spec· al categories of earnings
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a. Employment income: earned income relief of 1,000S$ can be deducted
against employment income.
b. Business income: earned income relief of l,OOOS$ can be deducted
against business income. Wear and tear (depreciation) allowances may
be claimed on qualifying fix ed assets which are employed for the
purpose of generating income.
c. Interest income: interests received from standard savings, current fixed
deposit accounts with approved banks and licensed finance companies
in Singapore is tax exempted.
d. Rent: no tax relief is available

*

e. Royalties: authors, composers and investors are eligible of a tax
granting which limits the net taxable royalty income based on the
lesser of;

(1) The net income (after deduction of all depreciable expenses), and
(2) 10 % of the gross amount of the income.
f

Dividends: a resident receiving Singapore franked dividends is entitled
to claim a tax credit for the tax deducted at source paid by the company
on payment of the dividends.
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Horwath International, International Master Tax Guide (Australia:CCH)
1274 (4 ed. 2007).
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g. Pension/superannuation contributions and payouts: payments received
from approved pension schemes are tax exempt.
h. Capital gains: Capital gains are generally not taxed in Singapore.
1.

Foreign income: from the Year of Assessment 2005, all foreign source
of income received in Singapore is exempted from tax. However, this
exemption does not apply if the foreign source income is received
through a partnership in Singapore.

Chapter 4
Analysis on Problems of Interpretation of Incomes Derived
from Medical Doctor Profession

As we know that medical doctors may earn income from their medical
practice, such income can be either from employment under Section 40(1), hire of
work under Section 40(2), liberal profession under Section 40(6), or business profit
under Section 40 (8). Medical doctor who receives different type of income shall use
a different method to calculate taxable income and pays ifferent amount of tax.
The problem is, how to know what categories of il)c0me that medical doctors
earned from their practices. Medical doctors tend to believe that t eir income derived
from practicing the Art of Healing should be deemed as income from Liberal
Profession which is incorrect in practical.
In fact, medical doctor may earn mcome from vanous

ifferent works

concerning to the practice of the Art of Healing. Medical doctor can perform medical
profession at a private hospital, public hospital, or operating his own clinic. Income
derived fro m different kinds of work may not be deemed as income from liberal
profession even though the medical doctor received income from practicing the Art of
Healing.
There are matters of! aw that are concerned to the problem on interpretation of
income derived from medical profession which causes medical doctors confuse to
assess their income. Such matters of law are based on principles of employment and
hire of work, which leads to the problem on interpretation between income under
section 40 (1) (2) and (6).
Medical doctor who practices the Art of Healing may earn income, which
shall be deemed as income from business, only in the case that a medical doctor
operates own clinic under the law governing on health institution.
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The clinic under

this part is a clinic which has sickbeds for patient to admit. The income derived from
54

Infirmary Act B.E. 2541.
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this case is not deemed to be income from liberal profession subject to the Section 40
( 6) but the income shall be deemed as income from business subject to section 40
(8).55

Analysis on the problem of interpretation of income derived from liberal
profession: Art of Healing shall be emphasized on assessable income under Section
40 (1), (2), and (6) under the Revenue Code by applying princ iple of statutory
interpretation, subject matter of income, the Revenue Department's orders and
instruction, and decisions of the Supreme Court.

A.

The Problem on Interpretation between Income under Section
40(1) and 40(6)

Income derived from employment subject to Section 40 (1 ) of the Revenue
Code, is whether in the form of salary, wage, bonus, house rent allowance, monetary
value of rent-free residence provided by an employer, payment of debt liability of an
employee made by an employer, or any form of money, property or benefit derived
from employment . Remuneration may not be resulted from achievement of work.
Medical doctor may earn income derived from an eml?loyment by working as
an employee at a private or public hospital under an employment contract or similar
agreement. Medical doctor (owner of income) shall have juristic relations with the
employer (payer of income) under the employment contract, while the employer shall
have an authority over the employee regardless the employment is temporary or
not.

56

For the case of income under Section 40 (1) "income derived from
employment whether in the form of salary, wage ..... " it means that such income
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derived from works that are in the form of employment. Under Section 575 of the
Civil and Commercial Code, "the employer agrees to pay a remuneration for the
duration of the service", from this phrase, it should mean that this category of income
is income derived from having juristic relations as employee and receiving
remuneration from the duration of work, not from result of work.
Therefore, working independently and requirement of professional practice are
not subject matter for income under Section 40 (1), thus it is easily to distinguish
income under Section 40( 1) and 40( 6).
For the case that medical doctor receiYes assessable income derived from an
employment subject to Section 40(1) of the Revenue Code, the Revenue Department
provided standard cases

57

to specify income derived from employment as following;

1. Medical doctor works at a public or a private hospital and earns income in

a form of salary or wages, such income is deemed to be assessable income under
Section 40(1).
2. Medical doctor from 1 has earnings from special remuneration or overtime appointment at the hospital is deemed to be assessable income under Section
40(1).
If there is evidence shown the juristic relations between medical doctor and a

second party (such as Hospital, clinic or other healthcare institute) as employer and
employee such as:
1. The payment is paid by a hospital as an employer to a medical doctor who
is an employee under the employmen contract whether in a form of salary or
overtime payment.
2. The employment contract specifies medical doctor's working time. For
example, the contract specify medical doctor's working time from 8 to 17 o'clock,
and
3. Remuneration was paid in the form of salary or wage, and the payer of
such remuneration withholds income tax at the time of payment under Section 50 ( 1)
of the Revenue Code.
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The factors aforesaid are evidence which is shown that the medical doctor has
juristic relations with another party under an employment.
Medical doctor who earns income that is deemed to be income under Section
40(1) shall be liable to pay tax as an employee, not as a professional practice. Even
though the medical doctor performs his professional practice at the course of his work
under an employment, the remuneration received thereof cannot be treated as income
from liberal profession. The reason is because such remuneration is not exclusively
incurred from professional practice, but from working withm a period that is specified
under the employment contract. According to the principle of employment,
remuneration shall be based upon duration of work under an emplo yment contract,
not from a completion of work.
Therefore, medical doctor who works at a public or a private hospital and
earns inco me thereof shall liable to income tax as an assessable income derived from

-

employment. Medical doctor who earns income from employment shall be liable to
income tax as an ordinary employee.

r-

B.

The problem on Interpretation between Income under Section
40(2) and 40( 6)
0

INCIT

..t.

The problem regarding the inte:Pretation, between income derived from hire of
work under Section 40 (2) and income derived fi;o m liberal profession under Section
40 (6) is arisen from similarity between the categories of income. Income under
Section 40(2) and (6) are both based on principle of hire of work, remuneration based
on completion of work, and the employee has a freedom to work without being
controlled by others.
For income under Section 40(2) "Income derived from a post or from
performance of work ...... whether such post or performance of work is permanent or
temporary", it means that such income emphasizes on "post" or "performance of
work".
The word "post" should mean the remuneration from a post regardless the
requirement of professional knowledge.
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While, the word "performance of work" has the same meaning as a hire of
work under provisions of Civil and Commercial Code where the remuneration is
based on result of work which is similar to income from liberal profession under
Section 40 (6).
For the case a medical doctor earns income from hire of work subject to
Section 40 (2), medical doctor and a hospital shall have juristic relations as a
contractor and employer under a hire contract. Medical doctor can perform his works
and choose his working time independently without being controlled by the employer.
The remuneration from t}\e hire of work is based on a completion of work. The
remuneration must be at certain amount regarding to working periods, number of
patients, difficulties of diagnosis and remuneration standard as specified by the
hospital who is an employer. Such remuneration shall be deemed as assessable
income form a hire of work subject to the Section 40(2) of the Revenue Code.
For the interpretation of income under Section 40(6) "Income from liberal
profession, namely, Art of Healing", if the provision is interpreted strictly, it means
that income derived from practicing the Art of Healing is deemed to be income from
liberal profession. However, the question is which types of work that is deemed to be
practicing the Art of Healing.
Under the provision of the Practice of the Art of Healing Act B.E.2542 "the
practice of the Art of Healing" means the professional practice performs or intends to
perform on human concerning medical knowledge. The Act gave definition for both
"the practice of the Art of Healing" and ''practitioner of the Art of Healing";
therefore, if it is interpreted in the way of taxation, it should mean "the practice of the
Art of Healing by practitioner of the Art of Healing." Practitioner of the Art of

Healing needs to be registered and obtained a license in order to exercise the Art of
Healing's practice.
Therefore, the subject matter of liberal profession should be both professional
practice and professional practitioner.
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For assessable income under Section 40(2) and (6), the RC has given standard
cases58 of income from hire of work and liberal profession earned by medical doctors
as following:
a. Medical doctor who works at a hospital and has a non-routine work at
another hospital, remuneration earned from another hospital is deemed to be
assessable income under Section 40(2) whether such work is regular or not.
b. Medical doctor makes a sign-contract with his workplace for practicing
the Art of Healing in an extra working time. If the contract has a profit sharing
condition, remuneration from such work is deemed to be assessable income under
Section 40( 6).
c. Medical doctor who has a work at a public or a private hospital, and
practice the Art of Healing at another hospital occasionally. Income from working at
another hospital occasionally is deemed to be assessable income under Section 40(6).
d. Medical doctor operates clinic under the law of healthcare institution.
In the case that the clinic does not have sickbeds for patient to admit, the earning from
this case is deemed to be assessable income under Section 40(6).
From cases aforesaid, medical doctor's works that fallen under the hire of
work and liberal profession both share similar concept of hire of work, which causes
confusions and problems in tax assessment.
However, even though both categories of income basically share similar
concept, there are different between both categories of income as well. The following
table is a comparison between factors of hire of work and liberal profession regarding
to medical doctor performing the Art of Healing.
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Comparison table between assessable income category 2 and 6

Hire of work

Liberal profession

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Completion of work

Completion of work

Certain

Uncertain

Employer, Hospital

Patient

Withholding tax at source

Yes

No

Freedom of woik

Yes

Yes

Not required

required

Contract or agreement
Juristic relation as
employer and contractor
Factor of re muneration
Amount of remuneration
Payer of income

Professional practice
requirement

SINCf::l969

*

Both categories of assessable income are based on a concept of hire of work,
given a freedom to the work without being controlled by employer, and the
remuneration shall be paid upon the completion of work.
However, for the case that medical doctor earns income from liberal
profession, the medical doctor has no juristic relations as a contractor under hire of
work, but as a practitioner of the Art of Healing.
Liberal Profession is an occupation or a vocation which specialized in the
specific field of knowledge. It is a certain activity that requires specialized
knowledge, methods and skills, as well as preparation, in an institution of higher
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learning, in the scholarly, scientific and historical principles underlying such methods
and skills. This concept distinguishes a liberal profession from other occupations.
For the case of medical doctor, medical treatments and diagnosis on patient is
considered as the practice of the Art of Healing. Medical doctor may earn income
from liberal profession as if he/she is a practitioner of the Art of Healing and perform
the Art of Healing on humans. It should not be considered as a liberal profession if the
medical doctor does not practice the Art of Healing as a practitioner of the Art of
Healing.
There is a decision of the Supreme Court that prescribed the principle of
interpretation the Revenue Code as following:
"The Revenue Code is a public law that prescribes liabilities of residents to the
state, which effects to liberty, rights and property of publics. Therefore, the
interpretation must not create liabilities or affects to residents to bear more tax
burden".
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The interpretation on assessable income derived fro m liberal profession

subject to -Section 40( 6) of the Revenue Code should be in a beneficial way to
taxpayers. It should not be interpreted adversely to taxpayers
Even though there is a principle of statutory interpretation concerning the tax
law that " interpret in the way giving benefits to taxpayers", the idea that all medical
doctors who practice the Art of Healing should be deemed to be liberal profession
regardless the status of medical doctors themselves is not correct.
Therefore, it is important to find which case of medical doctor's work that
should be regarded as liberal profession by analysis on matter of law and facts that
indicate medical doctor as a practitioner of the Art of Healing. This should be similar
to the way the Supreme Court adjudicated the cases concerning income derived from
medical profession.
In order to solve the problem on interpretation of income derived from liberal

profession under Section 40(6), it should be interpreted by considering factors to
indicate that a medical doctor is a practitioner of the Art of Healing, thus income
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earned by the medical doctor shall be deemed to be income from liberal profession
under Section 40(6).
Essential parts of medical doctor's practice that should be deemed as liberal
profession should contain the followings:
1. Medical doctor must have been registered and obtained a license to be a
practitioner of the Art of Healing under provisions of the Practice of The Art of
Healing Act B.E. 2542.
2. Medical Doctor uses his medical profession knowledge to exercise
medical treatments on patients.
3. Medical Doctor has a freedom to specify his doctor fee and the medical
doctor collects doctor fee by himself. The medical doctor's fee shall be calculated on
difficulty of treatments. The Hospital or any employer will have no authority over the
medical doctor to specify the medical fee.
4. The remuneration is uncertain amount, medical doctor shall not receive his
medical fees if he did not work, he shall earn the payment only if he did his medical
examination and treatments to patients.
According to the Supreme Court's decision regarding to the income from
liberal profession in reference to medical doctor profession, the decisio ns of Supreme
Court are generally based on the principle of juristic relation under the hire of work.
The best example case is the decision of Supreme Court no. 5960/2549 which the
Supreme Court has prescribed 7 remarks
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that the medical doctor can not assess their

income as an income from liberal profession subject to Section 40( 6) of the Revenue
Code:
1. Medical doctor does not operate his own clinic, but works under control of
the hospital,
2. Patients are the hospital's patients, not the medical doctor's,
3. The hospital collects medical fees and issues receipt to patients,
4. Patients pay medical fee to hospital, not the medical doctor,
60
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5. The hospital pays doctor fee to the medical doctor and the doctor fee is tax
withheld,
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6. The medical doctor does not have monetary relation with patient, and
7. Medical doctor does not show any expense that was paid for their practice
The remarks from the decision of the Supreme Court have shown that the
Supreme Court interpreted the meaning of liberal profession on the basis of juristic
relation under the principle of employment and hire of work, which distorts the
meaning of 'liberal profession' to be upon the basis ofremuneration and controlling.
If we consider differences of categories of assessable income on the principle

of hire of work, it may cause the confusion 'because there are many factors to be
considered. On the other hand, the obvious factor of liberal profession is the
requirement of professional practice or expertise in the field of such profession.
Medical do ctor who performs the Art of Healing as the professional practice and
receives income from such practice should be regarded as receiving income from
liberal profession under Section 40( 6).
Therefore, medical doctors's practice which may earn income derived from
liberal profession should practice the Art of Healing as fo llowings:
l. Proving the freedom of work and not being controlled by employer,
2. Medical doctor can specify his doctor fee on difficulty of medical
treatment and in accordance with standard fee as prescribed by Medical
Council of Thailand.
3. Medical doctor issues receipt in the name of the medical doctor as a proof
that the medical doctor has a juristic relation with patients,
4. Patients pay doctor fee directly to the Medical doctor, thus the hospital
shall not have a duty to withholding tax on such doctor's fee.
61
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Assessable income derived from a post or from performance of work

subject to Section 40 (2) , the payer of such income shall withhold income tax every
time of payment under Section 50( 1) of the RC.
62
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5. Expense is not a subject matter of liberal profession, Section 40 (6) does
not prescribe any provision that the expense is a factor of liberal
profession.
6. Remuneration must be exclusively and wholly incuned from practicing the
Art of Healing.

Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendations

A.

Conclusion

Income of a medical doctor may be derived from various different sources,
which can be whether income derived from employment under Section 40 (1 ), hire of
work under Section 40 (2), liberal profession under Section 40 (6), or business income
under Section 40 (8). A

edical doctor who is an individual and earns such income

shall be liable to personal income tax and shall have to compute his taxable income.
At the present, medical doctors are not only to be cautious in performing
medical treatments on patients and take risks from being sued as a consequence from
medical malpractice. Now, they also have to be cautious in th,eir taxable mcome
assessment.
For the case a medical doctor earns income derived from an employment by
working as an employee at a private or public hospital under an employment contract
or similar agreement. Medical doctor who earns such income shall be liable to income
tax as an ordinary employee.
The problem on a conflict between assessable income category 2 and 6 is
arisen fro m the similarity between the categories of income because they are both
based on principle of hire of work, given a freedom to the work without being
controlled by employer, and the remuneration shall be paid upon the completion of
work. If we consider the differences between assessable income category 2 and 6 on
the principle of hire of work, it may cause the confusion because there are many
similar factors to be considered.
According to the Supreme Court' s decision regarding to income from liberal
profession in reference to medical doctor profession. The decisions of Supreme Court
generally interpret the meaning of liberal profession on the basis of a juristic relation
under the principle of employment and hire of work, which distorts the meaning of
liberal profession.
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The Revenue Department intends to solve the problem by issued Departmental
Note no. 0811 /03785, the purpose of the note is to make an understanding and give a
guideline for the case of income received by practitioner of the Art of Healing under
Section 40 of the Revenue Code. Cases prescribed in the Note has clearly defmed
category of income derived from practicing the AoH.
However, the problem is, the Note may not be able to apply in the case that is
not fallen under the Note and may cause medical doctors to pay more tax and face the
penalties. Therefore, the process of the Departmental note is not enough to solve the
problem because it lacks general rules for income derived from liberal professon:
AoH and may raise a problem ifthere are cases apart from the Note.
After an analysis of matter oflaw, comparing different between incomes under
Section 40 (1), (2) and (6), the Revenue Department's official note and decisions of
the Supreme Court, there are many matters to consider the different between income
derived fro m liberal profession and other categories of income.
It is possible to interpret income from liberal profession: Art of Healing to be

separated from other categories of income by considering factors to indicate that
medical doctor has a monetary relation directly w ith his patient and the hospital shall
not have any power to control or specify doctor's fee; in this regard, it means that the
medical doctor does not have juristic relations as an employee and contractor with the
hospital, therefore, it should be regarded as income derived from liberal profession.

B.

Recommendations

From the problem mentioned. Income derived from medical doctor's
professional practice which is deemed to be income under Section 40( 6) should be as
followings :
1. Medical doctor who practice at a private clinic, which is owned by the
medical doctor, whether by his name or by non-juristic bodies of person; such as
Medical Clinic, Dental Clinic, nursing and obstetrics clinic, physiotherapy clinic,
medical technique clinic, Thai traditional clinic, or multi-purpose clinic, which have
purpose for practicing the Art of Healing
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2. Medical doctor who made an agreement with the hospital to practice the
Art of Healing personally and occasionally. The medical doctor is not an employee of

the hospital, thus he does not receive any salary. The medical doctor shall receive
remuneration from practice medical treatment on patient, whether is patient brought
by the medical doctor himself or patient provided by the hospital, and medical doctor
agrees to share such received remuneration to the hospital.
3. Medical doctor who work regularly or occasionally at a public hospital or
private hospital, practicing the Art of Healing.at another hospital by perform medical
treatment on patient who is brought brthe medical doctor, or the other hospital asks
the medical doctor to do so, or the patient requests the other hospital to call the
medical doctor for patient's treatment, and the medical doctor agrees to share such
received remuneration to the other hospital.
4. Medical doctor who works regularly at a hospital, in addition the medical
doctor made an agreement with the hospital for using space and equipments to operate
a special clinic under the medical doctor's name for the purpose to perform part-time
medical treatments, and the medical doctor agrees to share remuneration received
from part-time practice to the hospital
Medical doctor must calculate his taxable income from his income or
remuneration collects from his patients at the fu ll-amount, not from the amount of
remuneration after shared with the hospital under an agreement.
Such income or remuneration Should be calculated from difficulty of medical
treatment, whether it is complicated or uncomplicated, for each time after the medical
doctor performs medical services to patients. Medical doctor can be whether collects
a doctor fee by himself, or assigns the hospital to collect the doctor fee on behalf of
the medical doctor. Assigning the hospital to collects doctor fee on behalf of the
medical doctor in this way, the medical doctor and the hospital must conclude a
signed agreement in order to do so.
Such income is not including mcome or remuneration the medical doctor
received as an employee under the hospital, whether in the form of salary, wage, per
diem, bonus or any remuneration that is deemed to be received from an employment
and not including income or remuneration the medical doctor regularly received at the
fix-amount and not depends on difficulty of medical treatment.
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Currently, there is no rule or any regulation that clearly interprets the income
derived from liberal profession: Art of Healing out of other categories of income. It is
recommended to apply factors aforesaid for interpreting the income derived from
liberal profession: Art of Healing.
In order to do that, the Government should issue a rule or regulation that is
solid, can be used as a guideline, and acceptable to all relevant parts. I recommend the
Revenue Department as a tax authority to issue a Departmental instruction: "Por", to
explain the definition of income derived from liberal profession. By using the factors
aforesaid to specify definition of inco me derived from liberal profession :Art of
Healing , calculation for income tax and withholding tax, tax liabilities of medical
doctor and practitioner of Art of Healing, it also may include any person that is related
such as hospital , payer of income, non-juristic bodies of person and spouse. This way
can make a clearly definition of income derived from liberal profession and
distinguishes from other categories of income, and make a taxation of medical doctors
is in the same way and be equitable to all sides.
There is a good example of the Departmental instruction that issued for the
taxation of public performer.
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The instruction prescribes definitions of public

performer, regulations on income tax and withholding tax liabilities of public
performer, and other tax liabilities. The instruction prescribes regulations on a specific
category of taxpayer in line with provisions of the Revenue Code, thus, it is possible
to issue the Departmental Instruction that prescribes specific regulations on liberal
profession in reference to the practice of the Art of Healing.
The Departmental instruction should consider the following matters:
a. Emphasize on the principle or concept of liberal profession. Income that is
wholly and exclusively derived from an activity that requires specific knowledge and
referred to the Art of Healing should be deemed as income under Section 40 (6),
b. The instruction should clearly define the definition of liberal profession in
reference to the practice of the Art of Healing,

63
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c. The instruction should not specify just for case by case, but it should
specify as general principle which can be extensive to all cases related to medical
profession,
d. The instruction should not contrary to original tax law,
e. The instruction should encourage medical doctors to believe that it is
worth enough to pay proper taxes instead of making tax planning in order to avoid
paying taxes, and
f.

The instruction should not be disadvantageous to the taxation of the

Revenue Department.
The Revenue Department s all be bound to the Departmental instruction
as well. If a taxpayer does not follow the conditions and processes as prescribed in the
instruction, the taxpayer may lost some benefits the taxpayer should have from
following the instruction.
Furthermore, the Departmental instruction should be reliable as a proof
against the decision of the Court, because the instruction is an official document
issued by the Revenue Department.
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